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Bahadur (Courageous)
Dedicated to the Gurkhas to depict their brave character..











BLADE SIZE: 9 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 6.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 600 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 725 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1025 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Domestic Use, Outdoor, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 20th Apr 2007)
CATEGORY: KHHI_Bowies
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

Bahadur is actually a copy version of a custom-designed knife made by “Khukuri House Handicraft Industry” for one
of its customers. Since its features resembled the shape and style of a kukri, KHHI also started producing on its own for
resale. A complete new name “Bahadur” which is one of the most common middle names of a person in Nepal is given
to identify this knife in a customary way. “Bahadur” in Nepali means brave and courageous which this work of art truly
deserves and discloses, and thus the name. It is also a genuine effort by KHHI to dedicate this knife to the Gurkhas, as
most of their middle names have Bahadur since immemorial, which truly depict their character.
The shape of this knife is slightly curved with wider surface at the front section. The bevel of the knife is larger than
regular ones which advances the cutting ability. A pointed nozzle pops out of the blade that works as a blood dipper.
The handle is the strongest point; a unique distinct handle where the metal of the blade in the handle area is flat, not
narrow and pointed as in other knives. The blade is therefore visible all around the handle. The two handles are firmly

glued to the tang and further joined strongly by aluminum rivets that can also be seen at the sides. Unlike typical
khukuri handle, the front-edge contour and curve is made to fit the palm of a user in a most comfortable and best
possible way. The curve resistance designated for the index finger facilitates a stronger grip and easier handling.
Bahadur has a special embossed (pattern) buffalo leather (also seen in the picture) scabbard but the basic tools (Karda
& Chakmak) are discarded. A lanyard loop is fitted in the tip of the sheath for a string/cord to go through to tie around
thigh so wobbling can be minimized when in full motion.

[Please be notified that due to severe scarcity of HORN in the market, its constant rising price and now it being banned
by the Indian Govt. we are compelled to replace the horn handle of this khukuri/knife by Brown Indian Rosewood
handle, unlike as shown in the photo with effective from 26th May 2013 onwards only]
Materials / Features:
Special buffalo leather scabbard, riveted full flat tang Brown Indian rosewood handle

Chukuri (Hybrid Special)
The latest and most fascinating knife Khukuri House has ever produced..











BLADE SIZE: 9 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 7mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 550 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 675 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 975 grams
FUNCTION: Collection, Combat, Jungle Warfare, Lethal, Regular work, Show Piece, Stabbing
ORIGIN: KHHI, KTM, Nepal (released on 10th Aug 2006)
CATEGORY: KHHI_Bowies
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

Chukuri is the latest and most fascinating knife Khukuri House Handicraft Industry has ever produced. It is actually the
combination or experiment of two most common knives of Nepal, “Kukri” and “Churi” and hence the name. The
shape, style and features show both the parental characters at it’s best. The spine of the Chukuri with sharp edge at the
head section reflects the character taken from a “Churi” and the front arch belly portion from a “Khukuri”. This unusual
yet striking shape with sharp edges on both sides make this a unique masterpiece that can be an honest tool, a loyal
friend or an enemy’s worst nightmare. The combination of beauty and the beast of two famous authentic knives, have
made this knife an exceptional experiment of indisputable supremacy.
Blade:: It has high carbon steel as in all khukuris with a twist at the head portion as seen in the picture. This curve is
also made sharp and much more pointed at the tip for piercing and tearing apart through upward movement. Chukuri is
both a hacking and stabbing maniac.
Handle:: Special handle is designed for heavy stressful assignments, swiftness and safety. Typical khukuri shaped
handle is replaced by KHHI’s exclusive handle where the top front portion is erected from the actual surface/level to
protect the using handle; the erected contour will ensure the hand stays restricted within the handle so it can be
prevented from slipping towards the sharp edge of the khukuri blade. The design and shape of the handle is crafted to
give the best possible and fast handling. The full flat tang goes all the way through the handle, glued to the buffalo horn
pieces and further riveted to strengthen the whole fixture. The regular butt cap (pommel) is discarded but the naked
tang pops out of the handle where a circular hole is made as a lanyard hole (wrist cord). Water buffalo horn is used for
the handle to match with the special scabbard of the “Chukuri”.
Scabbard:: Chukuri comes with a normal buffalo leather scabbard for strength and durability. A leather cord is also
fitted to hold the knife firmly in the user’s thigh to prevent from wobbling while in motion. It has a single frog loop for
the belt to go through as depicted in the picture. Unlike other knives, the two small knives (Karda and Chakmak) are
completely discarded to make the knife as light as possible to carry around; an extra benefit to the user.
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo upper leather scabbard, water buffalo riveted full flat tang horn handle, buffalo leather cord

Chukuri PRO @ KYDEX
An ultra modern bowie specially built for pros n extremists to satisfy their intense appetite and thirst (lust)..










BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 650 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 775 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1000 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Hunting, Lethal, Outdoor, Regular Work, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 13th Mar 2015)
CATEGORY: KHHI_Bowies

KHHI announces the release of an ultra modern bowie called the “Chukuri PRO” that is specially built for pros and
extremists in the industry in order to satisfy their intense appetite and thirst (lust). It is the improved version of the
“Chukuri” series in which major focus is put on the handle to make it as easy and effective as possible since we all
know how essential holding (grip) becomes for maximum outcome and to deliver the best. The handle is ergonomically
designed having palm-friendly counters and corners and also with two palm swells that just melts in one’s hand in a
holding position. This specially crafted wooden handle provides a very comfortable and secured grip that makes
using/holding so much nicer and safer comparatively. Moreover, the long erected in-built guard at the top of the handle
works as a divider that always safeguards (restricts) the using hand within the handle section only and thus in the
process any kind of cut and injury is totally avoided. The extended tang at the bottom of the handle (pommel) built in
the form of a skull crusher is also avail for various pounding and stabbing activities. Similarly, a lanyard hole in the
tang facilitates a string attachment to the using hand to prevent the knife from falling away.
Blade: Chukuri version is one of the most fascinating knives KHHI has produced. It is actually the combination or
experiment of two most common knives of Nepal, “Khukuri” and “Churi” and hence the name. The shape, style and
features show both the parental characters at its best. The spine of the Chukuri with sharp edge at the head section
reflects the character taken from a “Churi” and the front arch belly portion from a “Khukuri”. The combination of
beauty and the beast of two famous authentic knives in Nepal, have made this knife an exceptional experiment of
indisputable supremacy. It has high carbon steel as in all khukuris with a twist at the head portion as seen in the picture.
This curve is also made sharp and much more pointed at the tip for piercing and tearing apart through upward
movement. This blade is both a hacking and stabbing maniac. RAW black finishing is done for strength and power as

initial hardness is retained since the blade does not go through long machinery process of polishing/shinning where the
heat generated might take away its hardness.
Sheath: Kydex is a line of thermoplastic acrylic-polyvinyl chloride (PVC) material. It combines properties of both
acrylic and PVC therefore it obtains rigidity, formability, toughness, chemical resistance, good interior and is
completely water resistant. It is a perfect replacement of leather sheaths as it is lighter, cheaper, durable, holds better
and also compatible to various armies’ wears and kits. It is scratch resistant and holds its shape better at the same time.
The Kydex sheath offered here is made from imported Kydex sheet all the way from USA having a thickness of 0.06”.
It is made in such a way that it can be worn both – Horizontally and Vertically. Not only that, the carrying positions can
also be adjusted (Knot-bolt system) as required and as comfortably as possible from High to Low positions from the
waist level. The belt holder is completely detachable and can be fixed to anywhere within the Kydex panel for more
preferred position by the carrier/user in his body. The use of “D” ring also facilitates the carriage splendidly. The
sheath’s unique shape and its manufacturing technique make the knife very easy to draw in and draw out. This sheath is
very strong, safe and very easy to operate.
Chukuri PRO @ KYDEX - this unusual yet striking shape with sharp edges on both sides backed up Comfy and
Secured handle and supported by a super Kydex sheath is a true masterpiece that can be an honest tool, a loyal friend or
an enemy’s nightmare - its the combination of indisputable supremacy.
Blade size: 10 inches approx.
Handle size: 4.75 inches approx. (wood portion)
Blade Thickness: 8 mm approx.
Weight: 650 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)
Materials / Features:
High carbon steel, dual edge, ergonomic rosewood handle, integral finger guard, skull crusher and hammering pommel,
lanyard hole; dual carriage KYDEX Sheath

I am ELI (Missionary)
The divine man’s sacred Bowie Knife is skillfully reproduced by KHHI for general public..











BLADE SIZE: 13 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 10mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 925 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1175 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1475 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Defending, Fighting, Gift, Heavy duty, Lethal, Stabbing
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 24th June 2012
CATEGORY: KHHI_Bowies
BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish

The film "Book of Eli" highly inspired the shape and structure and even the name of this kukri knife released by KHHI
called "I am ELI". The divine man's sacred Bowie Knife is skillfully reproduced by KHHI for general public. It is one
lethal yet a soft tool that can be used at home and far away in the enemy line. The knife has been slightly improved by
KHHI from the original to better its performance and hence the outcome. The best and unique part of the kukri knife is
its "L-Key Nut & Bolt" configuration in its handle, never done in a kukri before, which provides the strongest lasting
grip making it extremely dependable. Just like the character himself in the reel "I am ELI" is a survival and utility,
assault and defensive, and wilderness and domestic knife of the real world.
Blade:
13" long bladed for better coverage, 1/3rd of sharpened spine for attacking and stabbing, slightly straighter shape for
more effective cutting and hacking, see through holes to support and minimize the blade's impact and to give a unique
dashing look, Kukri and Bowie (2 in1) shape for maximum ability, 10mm thickness all the way for heavy dominant
weight
Handle:
6" long Horn handle, "L-key Nut & Bolt" system for extra strength and durability,and convenience(screw/unscrew),
ridges present for sturdy and stable grip, lanyard hole for wrist cord to go through, perfect follow through shape and
contour for effective and easy performance
Sheath:
Normal black leather, 2mm thick belt leather, lanyard tip for thigh leather string to go through, dual carriage facility
(Vertical and Angular), strap button for easy carriage during movement, the Holy Cross attached to the frog for
religious belief and resolute presence of mind
Handle size: 6 inches approx
Blade size: 13 inches approx
Blade Thickness: 10 mm approx
[Please be notified that due to severe scarcity of HORN in the market, its constant rising price and now it being banned
by the Indian Govt. we are compelled to replace the horn handle of this khukuri/knife by Brown Indian Rosewood
handle, unlike as shown in the photo with effective from 9th July 2013 onwards only]
The film "Book of Eli" highly inspired the shape and structure and even the name of this kukri knife released by KHHI
called "I am ELI". The divine man's sacred Bowie Knife is skillfully reproduced by KHHI for general public. It is one
lethal yet a soft tool that can be used at home and far away in the enemy line. The knife has been slightly improved by
KHHI from the original to better its performance and hence the outcome. The best and unique part of the kukri knife is
its "L-Key Nut & Bolt" configuration in its handle, never done in a kukri before, which provides the strongest lasting
grip making it extremely dependable. Just like the character himself in the reel "I am ELI" is a survival and utility,
assault and defensive, and wilderness and domestic knife of the real world.
Blade:
13" long bladed for better coverage, 1/3rd of sharpened spine for attacking and stabbing, slightly straighter shape for

more effective cutting and hacking, see through holes to support and minimize the blade's impact and to give a unique
dashing look, Kukri and Bowie (2 in1) shape for maximum ability, 10mm thickness all the way for heavy dominant
weight
Handle:
6" long Horn handle, "L-key Nut & Bolt" system for extra strength and durability,and convenience(screw/unscrew),
ridges present for sturdy and stable grip, lanyard hole for wrist cord to go through, perfect follow through shape and
contour for effective and easy performance
Sheath:
Normal black leather, 2mm thick belt leather, lanyard tip for thigh leather string to go through, dual carriage facility
(Vertical and Angular), strap button for easy carriage during movement, the Holy Cross attached to the frog for
religious belief and resolute presence of mind
Handle size: 6 inches approx
Blade size: 13 inches approx
Blade Thickness: 10 mm approx
[Please be notified that due to severe scarcity of HORN in the market, its constant rising price and now it being banned
by the Indian Govt. we are compelled to replace the horn handle of this khukuri/knife by Brown Indian Rosewood
handle, unlike as shown in the photo with effective from 9th July 2013 onwards only]
- See more at: http://www.khukrimuseum.com/catalog/product.php?id=333637fc4c1#sthash.zqkBwYEY.dpuf
Materials / Features:
Black leather sheath, L-key Nut & Bolt FFT riveted Brown Indian Rosewood handle with lanyard hole, KUKRI and
BOWIE blade having double edge, total unpolished finishing

KHHI Bowie (with PWR HMR)
a MUST if you are planning a trip away from home... CUTTING n HAMMERING go together..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 900 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 1100 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1450 grams
FUNCTION: Regular Work, Combat, Outdoor, Fighting, Military, Lethal, Hunting, Stabbing
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 28th Mar 2014)
CATEGORY: KHHI_Bowies
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

Yet another outstanding creation by KHIH that is completely different from its main re-curve section. Inspired by the
famous Alamo Bowie, enhanced by KHHI’s personal touch and forged to destroy and defend, the KHHI Bowie will
even satisfy a diehard veteran and can silence a big mouth critic. The Bowie is an awesome outdoor cutting tool that is
just great to have in hand while out in the woods or jungle, trek or safari or just about anywhere where cutting is
involved. Its unique feature where a hammer is fitted to its tang at the bottom can actually work as a real hammer to
hammering and pounding things. This really takes the knife a step ahead from its other counterparts offered in the
market since the same knife can act as the two essential tools – cutting n hammering needed to survive n’ sustain in the
wilderness. The amazing sleek lethal looking blade with double edge at front section fitted by vertical guard for
protection and safe use powered by a long lasting riveted full flat tang handle fitted by a real hammer! KHHI Bowie is
a MUST if you are planning a trip away from home.
Blade: Straight blade with double edge at the front section. Blade designed for hacking and stabbing. Well polished to
keep away from rusting. Good weight and feel to even work as a re-curve knife like a kukri.
Handle: Full flat tang riveted Indian Rosewood handle for heavy duty work. Wooden plates are firmly glued and

riveted to the tang for long lasting. Straight and Simple yet easy and effective grip.
Hammer: A thick chunk of solid steel is strongly wielded all round to the tang. The attached piece is so strong that it
can be used as a real hammer. Bottom face for heavy duty hammering works and side faces for light and easy
hammering.
Guard: The vertical steel wielded just in front of the handle is the “Guard”, fitted to protect the using hand from
slipping towards the sharp edge. It also works as a barrier and saves hand from hitting object and thus injury, when
using the blade in front/swing motion.
Sheath: Normal black leather sheath with a frog for the belt to go thru to carry from the waist and lanyard loop tip to
attach a thigh string to tie around thigh portion, so no wobbling even in speed motion.

Blade size: 11 inches approx. (polished)
Handle size: 6 inches approx. (polished)
Blade Thickness: 8 mm approx. (flat)
Materials / Features:
Black leather sheath, Indian Rosewood FFT handle with solid Hammer and Guard, imported Industrial steel.

Outdoor Special (with Nature)
This swift and smart utility tool would be the perfect companion to serve you and save you from the unknown..











BLADE SIZE: 5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 6mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 350 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 375 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 575 grams
FUNCTION: Defending, Hunting, Military, Outdoor, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 17th Nov 2010)
CATEGORY: KHHI_Bowies
BLADE FINISHING: Semi-Polish

Small and simple yet very effective and efficient outdoor tool…
Full flat tang easy-to-handle hilt having 3 x rivets with an extremely functional shaped unpolished blade that can be
brilliantly used for slicing and chopping. Here KHHI would not like to write much about the knife. We simply urge you
get this “Outdoor Specialist” and try for yourself as we believe that it will deliver what it name really denotes. In nature
and wilderness all around with nobody to rely on, this swift and smart utility tool would be the perfect companion to
serve you and save you from the unknown.
Now the famous “Outdoor Special” gets a new ALL leather sheath done for the first time in Nepal, as shown in the
inset. It’s a simple leather sheath however very well done and attractive at the same time, made to carry the knife in a
backpack. The blade dips till the first rivet as shown in the photo. Heavy nylon thread is stitched to protect the leather
from splitting by the sharp blade.
[Please be notified that due to severe scarcity of HORN in the market, its constant rising price and now it being
banned by the Indian Govt. we are compelled to replace the horn handle of this khukuri/knife by Brown Indian
Rosewood handle, unlike as shown in the photo with effective from 26th May 2013 onwards only]
Materials / Features:
Full flat tang 3 x rivets easy-to-use brown Indian rosewood handle, slightly curved large bevel high carbon steel blade,
new ALL leather sheath.

